
PLANNING AND ARCHITECTURE SUPPORT SYSTEM

Northramp's Federal Planning and Architecture Support System (FEDPASS™)
helps organizations connect planning, budgeting, investment management,
and architecture disciplines within an integrated solution that drives
incredible visibility and control over an organization's IT service and system
portfolio.

• Put IT planning to real use - drive activities

instead of producing glossy documents

• Take control of IT investment management

and use it to achieve true visibility instead

of generating reporting for OMB

• Connect budgeting to planning to drive

practical and transparent prioritization

• Identify real opportunities to drive

standardization and consolidation by

understanding where technologies are

planned and deployed

The age of IT planning and budgeting by

spreadsheets and Word documents is over. 
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IT Strategic Planning

Establish and track goals and strategies, including related details such as organizational

ownership and progress towards achievement, and connect them to the organization’s

activities to drive true impact from strategic planning efforts.

IT Investment Management

Define investments and segments and connect them to the organization’s systems and

services to build a complete unified model of the organization’s investments inclusive of

its current and planned operations and projects.

Enterprise Architecture

Develop and track technologies and standards and align them to systems, services, and

investments as well as operational and project related activities to identify opportunities

for standardization and develop real transition plans that are accurate and inclusive.

Extensible Platform

FedPass™ maintains a flexible model that enables true insight and control while

conforming to an organization’s specific needs. The data model is customizable and

supports direct integration with other IT management tools.



Many organizations still rely solely on productivity tools, clunky systems designed only to

support external reporting, and data call after data call to collect and report IT activities.

With FedPass™, organizations can say goodbye to painfully captured one-off snapshots

and instead use a sustainable approach to managing IT planning, budgeting, and

investment management:

▶ Track and connect system, service, investment, project, and other information

in an easy-to-use interface

▶ Run built-in or develop ad-hoc reports across more than 25 different

segmenting dimensions

▶ Leverage built-in value and budget prioritization models to facilitate planning,

decision-making, and performance monitoring

▶ Export or integrate with other IT or government-wide systems

▶ Link systems, services, and operational and project activities to establish

dependencies for use in planning, budgeting, and change management

▶ Identify and align technologies and standards to systems and projects to

automatically generate current and future state targets and roadmaps
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For more Information, visit www.northramp.com/fedpass

We believe that each individual and every IT organization is naturally hard wired to

excel, deliver, and make a difference. This focus and commitment is in effect their

‘true north’.

At Northramp, our passion, our true north, is to help our clients cut through the fog and obtain clarity to help

them make the most significant impact possible. We help you figure out where you really stand, and rapidly

operationalize improvements in a way that is sensitive to your environment, sustainable, and gets you back

on track.

Focused like a laser on driving value for our clients, Northramp specializes in helping public and private

sector clients streamline their operations, improve their services, and drive greater returns from investments.

We believe that what our competitors strive for - effective program and project management, risk

reduction, and compliance for example - are not a pinnacle but the foundation for providing effective

support and adding value.

While others rely heavily on resources that solely possess 'consulting' experience implementing canned

methodologies, Northramp leverages resources with direct hands-on experience who work collaboratively

with clients. We structure our support and provide resources that focus on producing results, not paper.


